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I Background - Concepts

Maintaining the technico-economic performance of nuclear power stations is in the first place
provided by standard preventive maintenance. These are operations of test, monitoring or
maintenance performed periodically on the components, providing the guarantee of a level of
safety and availability of the NPPs at the lowest possible cost (that is to say by optimizing the
cost of preventive and corrective maintenance). Standard preventive maintenance is the first
level of anticipation.

To this standard maintenance is added exceptional maintenance which covers important
operations of maintenance to be performed (generally only once) on a large number of units,
the achievement of which may have a strong impact in terms of resources and availability. As
an example can be quoted replacement of steam generators.

The second level of anticipation of maintenance consists of having a prospective vision of
major degradations which could affect components, of identifying exceptional operations of
maintenance which should "probably" be performed some day , and of making certain that
measures are taken in order that, if needed, their implementation affects as little as possible
the performance of the EDF nuclear power stations.

EDF has developed these two levels of anticipation since the onset of running its NPPs.
However it has turned out to be necessary to intensify the preceding actions in particular with
regard to the possibilities to repair or replace components, by identifying as completely as
possible the equipments which could create problems and by assessing the interest to
implement solutions with a view of making the best use of allocated resources.

Firstly a continuous process has been installed to identify and to grade quickly events liable
to affect the performance of the power stations and which require anticipation of exceptional
maintenance.

For events considered with important stakes a method of priority setting has been developed
thereafter so as to end up with a sliding program of developments to be implemented, spread
out over three years. This method is based on a strict analysis of risk considering the
probability that events or diseases occur, and their potential consequences on safety and
competitiveness.
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The program of developments concerns repairing or replacement of components as well as
maintaining the competence to carry out the operations. It covers the study of feasibility, of
supplying, of developing tools or of placing at disposal operational possibilities.

This "guarantee" contributes not only to maintaining the technical-economic performance of
the units but also to increasing the life of the units while minimizing the risk of fatal hazards.

II Process of elaboration of the program

In 1996, EDF has finalized significant work of systematic analysis of the actions of
exceptional maintenance foreseeable within the 20 years to come. 53 reports have resulted
from this work, each of them related to a family of components (the list of these reports is
provided in appendix 1). The elaboration of these files had three objectives then:

1. To draw up the list of the potential degradation and obsolescence likely to result in
interventions of exceptional maintenance within the next twenty years;

2. To give a forecast of the Exceptional Maintenance expenditures during this same
period;

3. Judging from the link between interventions and developments, propose
complementary developments of anticipation within five years.

From these files, a certain number of developments associated with exceptional
maintenance appeared to be necessary. For each component concerned, a form has been
drawn up to recommend the developments in associated exceptional maintenance. Each
form describes the nature of the phenomenon and the potential risk. Then an inventory of
fixtures related to the developments performed is made. The form recommends eventual
complementary developments and recapitulates the expenses incurred or to be provided for
the complementary developments.

These forms are periodically updated and new forms are created whenever a new potential
problem appears. 28 forms were created in 1996, 50 in 1998 and 80 in 2000.

The creation of new forms results from the surveillance of the "components" specialists of the
NPP Operations Division. This surveillance is based on the examination of all the incidents
occurring in the nuclear plants of the world electronuclear park or in facilities which use
similar equipment. In addition, the potential problems are "systematically" searched for; for
example, the equipment or piping sections controlled or eventually controlled at short term
are verified to know whether they are reparable or replaceable or not. At then end of 1999 it
was decided to extend this watch to the "equipment" specialists of the equipment
management to better guarantee the exhaustiveness of this detection of potential problems.

For each form, the rapid order of priority of an eventual development is determined. The
probable implementation of the development over 5 years is classified as High (P = 0.5),
medium (P = 0.1), low (P = 0.01) and the consequences of the lack of anticipation are
classified as High, Medium or Low (safety, availability, costs, dosimetry, personnel safety
and media challenge).
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The "simplified" level of priority of the development is evaluated by the following table:

Consequences

of the non

anticipation

high

medium

low

Necessary development implementation
probability

high medium

high priority

low

Low priority

The priority of the developments of "simplified" high priority level is then re-analysed more in
details. The safety and dosimetry challenges are more finely and quantitatively analysed
(probabilistic evaluation of the increase in risk of core meltdown linked to the absence of
anticipation or probable occurrence of an event classified in INES scale : International
Nuclear Event Scale defined by AIEA,...)

A technical and economical evaluation of the development is also performed. Various
strategies are elaborated:

• immediate implementation of the development (maximum anticipation)
• development implementation, whenever it is necessary (no anticipation),
• development implementation based on deterioration criteria if relevant,
• or, immediate implementation of a less expensive provisional solution, and final

solution implementation when the fault is known

The probabilistic cost of each strategy is evaluated. This cost takes into account the probable
implementation of a development in the year N, the probability and cost of an eventual
unavailability of one or more unit(s) due to absent or insufficient anticipation. These costs are
updated at the rate of 1.08 according to the prescriptions of the 9th Plan Agreement in force
in France. The calculations are made for a period of 25 years (corresponding to a 40 year
lifespan of units and an average lifespan of 15 years per unit).

The value coefficient of the development is then calculated. This coefficient is the ratio of the
savings due to the development (unit unavailability, urgent repairs, ...) compared to the
investment cost of the development.

Pn is the probability of the development implementation in the year n ; Q,n the cost of the
unavailability resulting fom a hazard in the year n and Q,n the cost of the development
launched in the year N after a hazard. The value coefficient of a development launched in
1999 is then equal to:

v = n=1
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The level N of "economy" priority of the development is evaluated as follows:

Value coefficient V

V>3
3 > V > 2

2>V>1.5
1.5>V

Level of priority

1 - very high
2 - high

3 - medium
4-low

This order of priority shall apply to each step:

Study of feasibility of the replacement or repair,
Choice between the various repair or replacement strategies
Eventual supply of the required spare parts and tooling
Definition of the replacement procedures
Eventually, anticipated equipment replacement

Taking into account the cost, the development time and the probability of the implementation,
the study of the replacement feasibility could start for example but the spare part supply
coultn't.

This process of development identification and priority is synthesized in figure 1.

Ill The program of exceptional maintenance development

This program is detailed in table 2. The significant operation of generic maintenance
corresponding to the actual equipment replacements (steam generators, reactor vessel
heads, ...) are not indicated. They are part of another programming and decision process.

Every year, this pluriannual program is updated depending on the new identified
developments and priorities. The list of the developments to be launched on the following
year is approved by the Park management.

The budget related to this matter is increasing regularly:

Year

Yearly total
(In million US

$)

1999

0.2

2000

0.7

2001

6.5

2002

10

2003

6

2004

4.3

2005
and
after
12

TOTAL

39

The number of launched developments is also increasing : 5 in 1999, 5 in 2000, 10 in 2001,
and 22 after 2001.
These developments relate to the heavy equipment (pressurizer, alternator) and "small"
equipment (fire dampers, circuit breakers, ...). They are distributed in feasibility studies (15),
definition of strategy (3), supply of parts (10) and anticipated replacement (2).
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Table 1 - List of Exceptional Maintenance report

Document n°
900 MW

1

3
4
5
7
9
11
12
13
15
17
19
21
23
24
25
27
31
33
35
37
39
41
45
47
49
51
53
55
57
59
61
65
67
69
71
73
79
80
81

1300 MW

18

22

26
28
32
34
36
38
40
42

52
54
56

60
62

70

TITLE OF THE EM DOCUMENT
Foreseeable expenses synthesis report

Reactor Pressure Vessel
Primary coolant pump casing
Control rod system
Reactor internals
Incore flux thimbles
RCS large piping
Bimetal bonds
Inconel areas
Steam Generators tube bundles
Primary coolant pump
Pressurizer
Pompe de charge
Class 2 and 3 piping
Auxiliary primary piping
Nuclear heat exchangers
Auxiliary Feed Water pumps
Turbine
Condenser
Turbine heaters
Main Feed Water pumps
Separators-reheaters
Generators
Electric cables
Transformers
Converters
Circulatring Water pumps speed reducers
Cooling towers
Emergency diesels
I and C.
Handling facilities
Fuel Handling and Storage System
Containment
Vessel supporting structure
Anchor bolts
Civil works for nuclear island
Other piping
Valves
Multistud tensioning machine
Metal-clad substation
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Figure 1:

Identification and updating of the forms
of development of anticipation related to exceptional maintenance
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Table 2 :1999- 2001 Exceptional Maintenance Program of Developments

Developments initiated in 1999

N°
target/
action

TITLE

DO RCS AND AUXILIARY SYSTEM PIPES- Operational capability of automated cutting and welding of pipes
D2 PRESSURIZER- Feasibility study of replacement
D3.1 RCS AND AUXILIARY SYSTEM PIPES - Replacement of SIS cast steel connections at 45 degrees
D5 ELECTRIC CABLES - Feasibility study of replacing cables which operate in harsh environment
D6 WELDING CAPABILITY - Operational capability as regards the qualification of welders

Developments initiated in 2000

N°
target /
action

TITLE

D4 AUXILIARY SYSTEM PIPES - Checking and replacement of parts of auxiliary circuits of the primary circuit (SIS, CVCS, RHRS) and the emergency spray system of the
pressurizer, separating the "Farley-Tihange", thermal fatigue and thermal shocks phenomena

D7 VESSEL - IN CORE INSTRUMENTATION NOZZLES - Operational capability for replacement of in-core instrumentation nozzle
D8 VESSEL- INTERNALS/THERMOCOUPLE COLUMNS- Performance improvement of the Thermocouple columns straightening tool
D10 STEAM GENERATORS - Operational capability of partition plate repair by excavation
D11 ELECTRIC CABLES- Replacement of Very High Voltage cables, equipments, stock and procedures
D32 SECONDARY PIPING - Supplying of 8 Main Steam System whip restraints

Developments to initiate in 2001 (Draft)

N°
target/
action

TITLE

D1 PRESSURIZER_^ELECTRIC HEATERS - Feasibility study of weld repair and heating rods sleeve replacement
D3.2 PRIMARY PIPING - Replacement of CVCS charging line cast steel connections
D13.1 VESSEL - INTERNALS - Replacement of 900 MW and 1300 MW support pins^support pins supplying
D16 RCC ASSEMBLY - Inspection and replacement of control rod thimble tubes
D28-1 SECONDARY PIPING - Strategy of repair or replacement of 900 MW Main Steam System lines elbows inside reactor building and spare parts supplying

SECONDARY PIPING - Strategy of repair or replacement (1300 MW Main Steam System lines bends inside reactor building)D29-1
D30-1 SECONDARY PIPING - Feasibility of checking the Main Steam System and the Main Feedwater System penetrations (900,1300 and 1450 MW units)
D30-2 SECONDARY PIPING - Strategy of repair or replacement of Main Steam System and Main Feedwater System penetrations (900,1300 and 1450 MW units)

CVCS HEAT EXCHANGER - Supplying and site operation fileD33


